Abstract : We describe the experimental observation of a degaussifcation protocol, mapping individual femtosecond pulses of squeezed light onto non-Gaussian states by using only simple linear optical elements. The Wigner function is reconstrncted using quantum tomography. An important practical advantage of coherent states QKD is that it can in principle reachvery high secret bit rates [2] . However, even in the best possible case, coherent states QKD will not do much better than photon-counting QKD in terms of absolute distance, because of the exponential attenuation in optical fibers. In order to qualitatively improve the situatio5 i. e. to go much beyond the attenuation length of a single strand of fiber, a major challenge for all QKD methods is to implement quantnm repeaters 161. based upon entanglement distillation procedures and (most likely) quantum memories. But a difficulty appears quickly for QCV : most (if not all) QCV transmissions so far are using light beams with gaussian statistics. However, it has been shown that it is not possible to distillate entanglement from a gaussian input to a ganssian output by gaussian means [7, 81. One has to jump "outside" the gaussian domain, though it is possible to reach it back at the end, at least in an approximate way [91.
